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**MAP OF AMERISPAN’S DESTINATIONS**

**AMERISPAN’S PROGRAM DESTINATIONS**

### LATIN AMERICA
1. Argentina ........................................... Spanish
2. Bolivia ............................................. Spanish
3. Brazil .............................................. Portuguese
4. Chile ................................................ Spanish
5. Colombia .......................................... Spanish
6. Costa Rica .......................................... Spanish
7. Dominican Republic .............................. Spanish
8. Ecuador ............................................. Spanish
9. Guatemala .......................................... Spanish
10. Honduras .......................................... Spanish
11. Nicaragua .......................................... Spanish
12. Panama ............................................. Spanish
13. Peru ................................................ Spanish
14. Puerto Rico ........................................ Spanish
15. Uruguay ............................................ Spanish
16. Venezuela .......................................... Spanish

### AFRICA
17. Egypt ................................................ Arabic
18. Ghana ............................................. Ewe
19. Kenya ............................................. Swahili
20. Morocco ............................................ Arabic
21. South Africa ....................................... English
22. Tanzania ............................................ Swahili

### ASIA
23. Cambodia .......................................... Khmer
24. China ............................................... Chinese
25. India .............................................. Hindi
26. Japan ............................................... Japanese
27. Korea ............................................... Korean
28. Nepal ............................................... Nepali
29. Russia ............................................. Russian
30. Taiwan ............................................. Chinese
31. Thailand ........................................... Thai
32. Vietnam ............................................ Vietnamese

### EUROPE
33. Austria .............................................. German
34. France ............................................. French
35. Germany ........................................... German
36. Greece ............................................. Greek
37. Italy ................................................ Italian
38. Poland ............................................. Polish
39. Portugal ........................................... Portuguese
40. Spain ............................................... Spanish
41. Switzerland ....................................... French & Italian
42. Monaco ............................................. French
43. Ukraine ........................................... Russian
44. United Kingdom .................................. English

### MIDDLE EAST
45. Jordan ............................................. Arabic

### NORTH AMERICA
46. Canada ............................................. French
47. Mexico ............................................. Spanish

www.amerispan.com
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**WHAT IS AMERISPAN?**

AmeriSpan specializes in a wide range of educational travel experiences. We offer language immersion, college study abroad, volunteer & internship placements, summer programs, and professional development programs for educators, healthcare workers, business and other professionals.

AmeriSpan started in 1993 in a small apartment with only one phone line and one computer. Since 1993, AmeriSpan has grown tremendously sending more than 35,000 people abroad to participate in our programs. We are constantly working to improve our existing programs, add new programs and help you select a program that best fits your needs.

All of our programs are designed around the basic purpose of helping you understand and communicate in another language with different people in a pleasant and fast way. Our ‘formula’ for accomplishing this consists of three ingredients for your success: Intensive language instruction, cultural immersion and leisure. Many programs such as our volunteer/internship and SALUD programs include a service-learning component as well. With AmeriSpan, you have the opportunity of choosing between different countries, target languages, housing, lifestyles, and methods of instruction from our various programs.

**WHO IS AMERISPAN?**

AmeriSpan specializes in a wide range of educational travel experiences. We offer language immersion, college study abroad, volunteer & internship placements, summer programs, and professional development programs for educators, healthcare workers, business and other professionals.

AmeriSpan started in 1993 in a small apartment with only one phone line and one computer. Since 1993, AmeriSpan has grown tremendously sending more than 35,000 people abroad to participate in our programs. We are constantly working to improve our existing programs, add new programs and help you select a program that best fits your needs.

All of our programs are designed around the basic purpose of helping you understand and communicate in another language with different people in a pleasant and fast way. Our ‘formula’ for accomplishing this consists of three ingredients for your success: Intensive language instruction, cultural immersion and leisure. Many programs such as our volunteer/internship and SALUD programs include a service-learning component as well. With AmeriSpan, you have the opportunity of choosing between different countries, target languages, housing, lifestyles, and methods of instruction from our various programs.

**WHY AMERISPAN?**

**Combined Travel and Linguistic Knowledge**

AmeriSpan’s staff has three passions: Language, culture, and travel. Individually and as a group, we have accumulated experiences and knowledge related to these passions. We have traveled to more than 65 countries – every continent except Antarctica – and speak 10 languages. We are happy to share this enormous amount of relevant knowledge with you.

**Study Abroad Veterans**

Every AmeriSpan staff member has studied and/or lived abroad for extended periods of time. We understand your questions and concerns because we have personally dealt with the same issues. We have gone to great lengths to make it easier for you than it was for us. After enrolling in a program, you will receive a copy of the “Need-To-Know” fact sheets on the country or countries that you will be visiting. These fact sheets include information about entry requirements, climate, health and many other “Need-To-Know” things. If you still have questions, we’ll be happy to answer them.

**Unbiased Language Travel Specialists**

We are neither a language school nor a travel agent – we’re a hybrid of the two – a language travel organization. AmeriSpan has evaluated hundreds of schools, host families and destinations to determine which programs to offer. Our independence allows us to give you unbiased evaluations of the programs. We do not just list what is included; rather, we clearly state our opinions. Each program description contains a program review that describes “what we like” and “what we don’t like” about the program.

**No Headaches, No Hassles**

Aside from assisting you with which program to choose, we work hard to make the whole process as simple as possible. AmeriSpan pre-arranges your school, lodging, airport pick-up and other services. With AmeriSpan, you will not have to worry about international wire transfers, international phone calls or dozens of other possible complications with arrangements and money. We accept personal checks, Visa, MasterCard, Discover and American Express. AmeriSpan accepts applications by mail, by fax or online.

**Hand-Picked Schools**

AmeriSpan staff has visited hundreds of language schools throughout the world and we have hand-picked the schools which we think are the best available for each location. The programs AmeriSpan offers are the ones we would choose to attend ourselves. In some locations we offer two classes of schools: 1st Choice and Budget-Friendly.

**Latin America & Spain Experts**

Prior to 1999, AmeriSpan specialized in offering Spanish programs in Latin America and Spain. Our staff has repeatedly traveled to every Spanish-speaking nation in the world (20 different countries) to personally evaluate hundreds of language schools and host families. As a result of this emphasis, our staff has an enormous amount of first-hand knowledge about the Spanish-speaking world.

**Emergency Message Service**

During an emergency if your family can’t contact you, they may call us 24 hours/day, dictate the message and we will relay the message to you. Conversely, if you cannot reach your family and it is an emergency, call us collect from anywhere and we will relay the message.

**Making a Difference**

Since the beginning, AmeriSpan has been active in “making a difference.” Over the years, we have participated in numerous projects including rainforest preservation, literacy projects in Hispanic communities, and aiding Latin American health-related organizations.
WHY IMMERSION?
Learning another language is more than memorizing vocabulary and grammatical structure; it’s embracing an element which binds together a people... a way of life... a culture. You cannot learn these aspects from a book; experience is your only teacher. By totally immersing yourself, you will speed up your comprehension and usage because you will be living the language. Here are some other reasons to consider total immersion:

- Fewer Distractions & Better Concentration – By leaving responsibilities such as job and family at home, you can focus more easily on studying the language.
- Recreation & Relaxation – Whether your interests lie in food, art, architecture, history, beaches, outdoor activities or something else, you can find an immersion program that will allow you to pursue those interests while you participate.
- Around-The-Clock Classroom – Learning extends beyond the class hours because you are surrounded by the classroom. You will constantly be reading, speaking, and listening to the foreign language whether eating a meal, shopping, or asking for directions.
- Increasingly Required By Employers – Many employers and advanced-degree programs require foreign language and international experience.
- Better Value Than US-based Private Institutions – Many immersion programs, especially those in Latin America, cost the same or less than US-based classes even after paying for airfare, lodging and meals.

ACADEMIC CREDIT
AmeriSpan participants can earn credit from nearly all of our programs including College Study Abroad, Language Immersion, Volunteer & Internship, Medical Spanish & Portuguese. Programs for Educators and Summer Camp for Teenagers. The route to obtain credit varies greatly depending on the program and your goals. Our staff is happy to offer advice and help so that you can earn academic credit for your AmeriSpan Program.

FINANCIAL AID
Many participants have been able to obtain financial aid and loans for AmeriSpan programs. We have a list of different resources on our website at www.amerispan.com/financial_aid/

SCHOLARSHIPS
AmeriSpan students are eligible for study abroad scholarships including Benjamin A. Gilman, David L. Boren and Rotary Ambassadorial scholarships. In addition, we offer a variety of AmeriSpan scholarships for our participants attending affiliated universities or for those in financial need. For more info: www.amerispan.com/scholarships/

AMERISPAN’S PARTICIPANTS
During the past 12 months, our participants came from 33 different countries with the most coming from: USA (78%); Netherlands (8%); UK (5%); and Germany (3%). They came from all walks of life and age ranges including: College students (25%); adults under 35 years old (40%); adults 35 and older (17%); seniors & retirees (10%); and kids & teenagers (8%).

LODGING & MEALS
Most AmeriSpan programs offer at least one type of lodging. They usually include meals and are intended for various age groups. For those interested in arranging their own lodging, we do offer classes-only and may be able to offer a few hotel recommendations. Below are descriptions of the three types of lodging available at our different programs:

Host Family (some meals)
Nearly all AmeriSpan programs offer you the opportunity to live with a local host family. The families are screened and selected by the AmeriSpan partner school. In addition to receiving room and board, many students form friendships that can last a lifetime. Living with a family provides complete immersion, gives you the opportunity to practice what you’ve learned, and gives you a firsthand look at a different culture.

According to our past participants, the homestay is either the best or worst part of the trip. The difference is in the expectations of our students. The students who have realistic expectations almost always believe the homestay was the best part of the trip. Those who have unrealistic expectations can be disappointed. Remember many of you are coming from one of the richer countries in the world. Few homestays will offer the same comforts that you may take for granted.

Apartment or Residence (no meals)
At many programs, you have the option of staying at an apartment/school residence shared by other participants. Apartments/school residences vary by location, but generally have a kitchen, a common room and a washing machine. Normally, your bedroom is shared but may be upgraded to a private bedroom for an extra charge. Most or all of your housemates will be attending the same language program as you. No meals are included, and bathrooms are shared with your housemates.

Dorm (some meals)
AmeriSpan can arrange lodging at a dorm if listed as an option in our materials. Mainly in Europe, we offer the option of staying in a dorm shared with partner school. In addition to receiving room and board, many students form friendships that can last a lifetime. Living with a family provides complete immersion, gives you the opportunity to practice what you’ve learned, and gives you a firsthand look at a different culture.

Best Guarantee in Study Abroad
AmeriSpan’s No Risk Triple Guarantee is the best in the industry. There is no risk in choosing an AmeriSpan Program because you’ll get the best program, best price and can cancel for any reason and get a full refund on every dollar we have received for your program.

1. SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Your satisfaction is our main concern. If you aren’t satisfied, we’ll pay for a week of group classes at the same program or another of your choice.

2. 110% PRICE GUARANTEE
You never pay more with AmeriSpan because if you find a price lower than ours, we’ll match it and take another 10% off.

3. FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Change your mind for any reason and we’ll refund 100% of any money paid to AmeriSpan... no questions asked.
SPAIN

Programs in Spain:
Countries: 1  Cities: 15  Languages: 1
Languages Taught: Spanish

ALICANTE

Alicante, a good-sized town of about 300,000 inhabitants, is the gateway to the fabulous and famous wide sandy beaches of the Spanish Mediterranean coast. Alicante’s center is remarkably contained and you can reach the various sections after a short stroll. The Old Quarter (El Barrio) in front of the Cathedral consists of narrow winding streets and here is where you can find most of the very active nightlife. Group or private Spanish classes are offered in Alicante.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Spanish & Fun
- Teenager Programs
- Internship Programs
- Business Spanish
- Educator Programs

BARCELONA

Barcelona, a city of 2 million, is literally bursting with art and culture. Located on the Mediterranean coast with mountains rising up behind it. Barcelona is the gateway from Spain to the rest of Europe. Group or private Spanish classes, along with an option for Budget-Friendly or 1st Choice programs, are offered. Barcelona also offers a wonderful Summer Camp for teens. Internships in financial services, publishing, marketing, consulting, tourism, and fashion, Business Spanish courses, and programs for Spanish teachers.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Spanish & Fun
- Teenager Programs
- Internship Programs
- Business Spanish
- Educator Programs

CADIZ

Occupied for more than 3,000 years, Cadiz is the oldest city in Western Europe. Cadiz has become the liveliest and most dazzling Carnival town in mainland Spain, famous for its amusing and creative figurines. Students in Cadiz can take group or private Spanish classes. Fun options in Cadiz include dishing up some delicious Spanish cuisine in Spanish & Cooking, or learning how to navigate the waves in Spanish & Surfing.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Spanish & Fun
- Teenager Programs
- Internship Programs
- Business Spanish
- Educator Programs

DENIA

Denia is an enchanting and friendly town situated on the Mediterranean coast between the cities of Alicante and Valencia. Among the many benefits of this area we would like to highlight the 322 sunny days a year and an average temperature of 65°F. The city has 20 km of coast. Denia has been ruled by the Moors, Romans, Carthaginians and Iberians. Various examples of architecture have been left, the best of which is the magnificent castle overlooking the town. Group Spanish classes are available in Denia.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Spanish & Fun
- Teenager Programs
- Internship Programs
- Business Spanish
- Educator Programs

GRANADA

This Andalusian city is situated in southern Spain among the Sierra Nevada mountains, the Tabernes desert and the beautiful beaches of the Costa del Sol. The Alhambra, one of the Seven Wonders of the World, is in Granada. The city’s way of life is influenced by Andalusian Flamenco and dance traditions. Group or private Spanish classes are available in Granada, as well as a teen Junior Immersion program. While in Granada, why not try on your dancing shoes with our Spanish & Fun Flamenco program?

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Spanish & Fun
- Teenager Programs
- Internship Programs
- Business Spanish
- Educator Programs

www.amerispan.com
Countries: Spain!

**HERRADURA**

La Herradura is a quiet and small former fishing hamlet that now offers facilities and services for visitors without having lost any of it’s charm and friendly atmosphere. This part of Spain’s long coastline is mostly popular with Spanish vacationers who seek mountains dotted with white-washed traditional villages and long stretches of quiet beaches where one can practice many aquatic sports such as sailing and scuba diving, paragliding, hiking and rock climbing in the mountains the whole year round.

**MADRID**

The famed capital of Spain is a cosmopolitan city of unequaled culture, nightlife, world-famous museums and high-fashion shopping. One never runs out of things to do in Madrid! Our Madrid program offers Budget-Friendly and 1st Choice options, one of our most popular Summer Camps for teens 13-18, customizable Internships, Business Spanish programs, programs for Spanish teachers to improve their language aptitude and finally, Spanish & Flamenco.

**MALAGA**

Malaga, which is blessed with pleasant weather throughout the year, is a vibrant city located on the Costa del Sol. Malaga is the capital of Andalucia and has a real southern port atmosphere. Pablo Picasso was born in Malaga and his most famous works can now be seen where it all began in the Picasso Museum. Filled with narrow and winding cobblestone streets and magnificent plazas, Malaga is also known for its excellent seafood. Group or private classes are available in Malaga.

**MARBELLA**

Marbella, the jewel of the Costa del Sol, is a coastal resort town with small curvy streets and white-washed colonial style buildings. Group or private Spanish classes are offered in Marbella. Our Teenager Summer program in Marbella is extensive, with three different campuses. While at camp, teens have the option to participate in golf, horseback riding, paddleball, swimming and tennis. For adults looking to add cultural flair to their language program, we offer a Spanish & Flamenco dance program.

**PAMPLONA**

Pamplona is located in the northern part of Spain about 60 miles from San Sebastian. The city is famous for the San Fermin Festival each July in which the “Running of the Bulls” is the main attraction. While in Pamplona, you can take group or private Spanish classes. Pamplona is also our only destination in Spain for our Medical Spanish course, which includes medical vocabulary, tours of medical facilities, and non-medical organized activities. Come for Medical Spanish, stay for the Running of the Bulls!
Spanish

SALAMANCA

Salamanca is known as “La Dorada,” or Golden City, for the glow of its sandstone buildings. This university city boasts a student population of 30,000 (5,000 of whom are foreigners). Salamanca is one of our destinations in Spain that offers both Budget-Friendly and 1st Choice options. Group or private classes are available. Our Teenager Summer program in Salamanca is very popular and accepts teens from 13-18 years of age.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad

Spanish

SAN SEBASTIAN

San Sebastian, northern Spain’s País Vasco’s capital, is perched on the glittering shores of the Cantabrian Sea and at the base of the Pyrenees Mountains. It boasts tree-lined boulevards, magnificent architecture, chic restaurants, boutiques and spectacular beaches. Annually hosted are two special events: A Jazz Festival that is one of the best in Europe and an International Film Festival, deemed one of the four most important in the world. Group or private Spanish classes are offered in San Sebastian.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad

Spanish

SEVILLA

The capital of Andalucia was historically influenced by the Moors, evidenced in the cathedral that is one of the most spectacular in all of Spain. The famous traditions of bullfighting and flamenco help make Sevilla an exciting and spectacular city for the language traveler. We offer group or private Spanish classes in Sevilla, as well as a Junior Immersion program for teens ages 14-17, customized Internships and Spanish & Flamenco for those wanting to learn this exciting dance tradition.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad

Spanish

TENERIFE

Tenerife, a Spanish island, is the largest of the 7 Canary Islands in the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Africa. Tenerife is the most populated island in the archipelago. The capital city, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, is the 2nd biggest city in the archipelago and seat of the island government. Puerto de la Cruz, where the school is located, is the 2nd largest tourist city on the island. In contrast with the modern resorts of the south, El Puerto has had a great tradition as a place of relaxation. Group or private Spanish classes are offered.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad

Spanish

VALENCIA

Spain’s 3rd largest city is on the Mediterranean coast and boasts nice weather throughout the year. During its 2000-year history, Valencia has been occupied by Rome, the Visigoths, the Moors and the Spanish Kings. The old city center reflects this history with captivating ruins from all the eras. There are museums, fabulous beaches and lively nightlife. Learn Spanish in Valencia with group or private classes. A lovely Teen Summer Camp for 13-18 year olds takes place each year in Valencia and a range of Internships are available as well.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
CUERNAVACA

The ‘City of Eternal Spring,’ Cuernavaca is blessed with a perfect climate. Group or private Spanish classes are offered and Volunteer placements can be arranged. Our Medical Spanish course offers medical vocabulary, facility tours, classroom simulation, and more and can be customized. For the businessperson, we offer our Executive Intensive Spanish program. Our Educator program is for teachers who work with Spanish-speaking students and parents and want to increase their knowledge of the language and culture.

GUANAJUATO

AmeriSpan’s two founders fell in love with Guanajuato’s youthful vibe, friendly locals and quirky city layout in 1993, and it continues to be one of our highly recommended destinations. Group or private classes are offered. Volunteer programs can be organized in many areas. Our Medical Spanish program includes medical vocabulary, shadowing doctors, non-medical tours, and more. Guanajuato also has a program for Spanish teachers that want to hone their language skills.

MORELIA

Situated in the heart of Mexico, right between Mexico City and Guadalajara, Morelia is a university city with a European feel. Despite its size (pop. 800,000) the city is fairly compact, with everything of interest within walking distance of the central plaza. Morelia is also recognized as one of the most beautiful colonial cities and is a UNESCO Cultural World Heritage Site. AmeriSpan offers group or private Spanish classes in Morelia, and includes the intercambio exchange program.

OAXACA

The state of Oaxaca is one of the most important archaeological zones in Mesoamerica. The city boasts an abundance of colonial architecture and a strong indigenous presence. Oaxaca has one of the most active central plazas in Mexico; there is rarely a dull moment. Group or private Spanish classes are available in Oaxaca, with daily organized activities and the Intercambio program included. Social work-oriented Volunteer placements can be arranged in an orphanage or a physical rehabilitation clinic.

PLAYA DEL CARMEN

Playa del Carmen is located in the center of Mexico’s Riviera Maya, on the Yucatan Peninsula. With beautiful white sand beaches surrounded by the warm, turquoise waters of the Caribbean. It is also very close to the famous Mayan ruins like Tulum, Coba, Chichen Itza and Chaak tun Cave. Playa del Carmen is a great location for snorkeling, diving and windsurfing. Group or private Spanish classes can be arranged, with three organized activities per week included.
Programs in Latin America:
Countries: 17  Cities: 49  Languages: 2  Languages Taught: Spanish & Portuguese

ARGENTINA

Buenos Aires • Cordoba
Argentina is home to two different cities with AmeriSpan programs. Buenos Aires is a must for city enthusiasts, while Cordoba has more of a small college-town feel. Group or private Spanish classes are offered. A variety of Volunteer & Internship placements, Medical & Business Spanish courses are located in Buenos Aires and Cordoba. If you’ve always wanted to learn to dance the tango, be sure to check out our Spanish & Dance programs!

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Teenager Programs
- Internship Programs
- Business Spanish
- Educator Programs
- Spanish & Fun

BRAZIL

Maceio • Rio de Janeiro • Salvador • Sao Paulo
Each city in Brazil has its own unique character, from the port city of Maceio, the tourist capital of Rio de Janeiro, exciting Salvador de Bahia, and finally the financial center of Sao Paulo. Group or private Portuguese classes are offered in each location. An Independent Teen program is offered in Maceio. Other programs include Volunteer placements & Executive Intensive courses. Also Portuguese & Bahian Cuisine, Samba, Capoeira, and more!

Courses offered:
- Portuguese Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Portuguese
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Teenager Programs
- Internship Programs
- Business Portuguese
- Educator Programs
- Portuguese & Fun

CHILE

Santiago • Pichilemu • Vina del Mar
Chile is known for its wines, skiing and beaches. Santiago is one of the most developed and advanced Latin American cities, and Pichilemu is Chile’s surfing capital, with breathtaking beaches. Choose from Group or private Spanish classes, Volunteer & Internship programs, Executive Intensive Spanish, or Spanish & Ski or Surfing. Our College Study Abroad program is located in Vina del Mar, a gorgeous beach town north of Santiago.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Teenager Programs
- Internship Programs
- Business Spanish
- Educator Programs
- Spanish & Fun

COSTA RICA

Alajuela • Coronado • Flamingo Beach • Heredia • Jaco Beach
Manuel Antonio • Monteverde • Samara • San Joaquin • San Jose
Costa Rica has an abundance of natural beauty and is populated by a friendly, well-educated people. Group or private Spanish classes are available, as well as Volunteer & Internship placements, Medical Spanish and Educator programs. Our College Study Abroad program is offered in San Jose. Be sure to check out Spanish & Digital Photography and Spanish & Surfing too!

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Teenager Programs
- Internship Programs
- Business Spanish
- Educator Programs
- Spanish & Fun

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Santo Domingo • Sosua
Known for its old Spanish ruins, beaches, and baseball players, the Dominican Republic occupies two-thirds of the island of Hispaniola. The Dominican Republic has two locations, which both offer group or private Spanish classes. Santo Domingo is the bustling capital with a mixture of colonial charm and new construction. Sosua is located in a beautiful bay with high coral cliffs and golden yellow sand beaches. Medical professionals can attend our Medical Spanish program, and several Spanish & Fun varieties are offered.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Teenager Programs
- Internship Programs
- Business Spanish
- Educator Programs
- Spanish & Fun
Countries: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico (p.9), Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico, Uruguay & Venezuela

ECUADOR

Cuenca • Montanita • Quito
Not many countries have such diverse climate regions: Volcanoes, white sand beaches and tropical rainforests. Cuenca, Montanita and Quito offer group or private Spanish classes. Quito hosts our Junior Immersion program, and our new Budget-Friendly program. Many options exist for those looking for a Volunteer placement, including the Galapagos Islands! We offer a College Study Abroad course as well as several Spanish & Fun programs.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad

GUATEMALA

Antigua
Guatemala, the cultural center of the Mayan civilization, is still predominantly indigenous, and offers some of the continent’s richest folklore. Antigua is an amazing city, full of history and beautiful colonial architecture. As well as group or private Spanish classes, Antigua offers Volunteer placements, Medical Spanish, and Spanish & Fun courses. While in Guatemala, don’t forget to take a side trip to see the ruins at Tikal!

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad

HONDURAS

Copan • La Ceiba
Honduras is known for its rich Mayan history, endless beaches, mountains, and spectacular scuba diving. Copan is renowned for its magnificent Mayan Ruins, a designated World Heritage Site. The largest Honduran port town, La Ceiba is located on the Northern Caribbean next to Honduras’ largest national park. Group and private Spanish classes are offered in both cities, and Medical Spanish and Volunteer placements take place in La Ceiba.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad

PERU

Cusco
Peru has three distinct regions: A narrow coastal belt, the Andean mountains and the Amazon rainforest. Visitors can see the ancient ruins of the Inca capital of Cusco and explore the incredible lost city of Machu Picchu and the Inca Trail. In addition to group or private Spanish classes, Cusco offers the language traveler many Volunteer programs, our most popular Medical Spanish program, and our “A Little of Everything” Spanish & Fun Active program.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad

PUERTO RICO

San Juan
Puerto Rico, a Caribbean island, boasts one of the most stable economies in all of Latin America. San Juan, situated on the northern coastal valley of the island with a population of about 1.4 million is Puerto Rico’s metropolitan capital. San Juan also boasts year-round warm weather, lovely beaches, a vibrant nightlife and casinos. The historic charm in Old San Juan and cosmopolitan North American influence throughout the rest of the capital make it easily one of the most progressive, must-see cities in the Caribbean.

Courses offered:
- Spanish Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Spanish
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
AUSTRIA

Vienna
Austria is home to a thriving art scene, architecture, and spectacular landscapes. During the 18th to 20th centuries Vienna was known as the musical capital of the world. It has also been known for its cultural and outstanding educational institutions, museums and art galleries. Group or private German classes are offered in Vienna, along with a summer camp for teens, a variety of professional internships, a program for German language teachers looking to improve their German skills and a German & Music course that includes music lessons at the world-famous Vienna Conservatorium.

FRANCE

Aix-en-Provence • Biarritz • Bordeaux
Lyon • Montpellier • Nice • Normandy • Paris
Study French in 8 cities offering group or private classes. A Summer Camp and an Independent Teen program can be taken in Paris. Customized internships are available in Aix-en-Provence & Bordeaux. Business & Executive Intensive French programs can be taken in Bordeaux & Paris. Other Professional programs are French for Diplomacy and French for Law, available in Bordeaux. French language teachers can brush up on their language skills in Aix-en-Provence, while those looking to have some fun with their French can take French & Wine in Bordeaux or French & Surfing in Biarritz.

GERMANY

Bamberg • Berlin • Frankfurt • Hamburg • Munich
Germany’s many modern cities stem from the time when it consisted of countless small states. Along the Rhine and Moselle Rivers are picturesque castles and steep, terraced vineyards. We offer group or private German classes in 5 cities as well as highly customizable Internships in Berlin, Business German in Berlin & Munich and our exclusive Executive Intensive German course is held in Berlin as well. For beer lovers, why not combine beer knowledge and tasting with a German language program by participating in our German & Beer program? While in Germany, also don’t miss out on the hearty sausages!

GREECE

Athens • Crete
The peninsula of mainland Greece is surrounded by more than 1400 islands. Roughly four-fifths of the country is mountainous; it is the perfect backdrop for trekking. During the winter months, a delightful and less expensive alternative to the Alps, skiing and other winter sports are the attraction in the mountains, southern mainland and on the island of Crete. We offer group or private Greek classes in Athens and Crete.
Countries:
Austria, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Spain (p. 6), Switzerland, Monaco, Ukraine, United Kingdom

ITALY
Florence • Milan • Rome • Siena • Sorrento
Taormina—Sicily • Venice • Viareggio
Known for its diverse regions, rich culture and fabulous food, Italy provides an endless amount of things to do. Our 8 Italian locations offer group or private classes as well as two Teen Summer programs in Lignano & Taormina. We also offer College Study Abroad in exciting, artistic Florence, as well as right next door to the Pantheon in Rome. Customizable internships are available in three locations. Business Italian, Italian for language teachers, and lots of fun courses are also available! Choose from Italian & Cooking, Scuba Diving, Culture for 50+, Ceramics, and Singing.

POLAND
Krakow
Located in the heart of Europe, Poland has a radically different look about it these days. A diverse range of activities is available to enjoy such as relaxing on the beautiful Baltic coastal beaches, camping, and hiking in the mountains. Krakow was the only major city in Poland to have come out of World War II virtually undamaged. This city has one of the best-preserved medieval city centers in Europe. Krakow has emerged as a rival to Prague and considered a jewel of Central & Eastern Europe. Group or private Polish classes are offered in this magical, vibrant city.

PORTUGAL
Faro • Lisbon • Porto
Although Portugal shares the Iberian Peninsula with Spain, its language and culture are unique. Its shores are lined with sandy beaches and its towns range in size from cosmopolitan cities to charming fishing villages. We offer group or private Portuguese classes in three distinctly different cities: Faro, Lisbon and Porto. Faro has an active nightlife and is known for its gorgeous, sunny beaches and golf courses. As the capital and largest city, Lisbon is lively and has a varied atmosphere. Porto, famous for its port wine, is sophisticated and modern, Portugal’s center of arts and commerce.

SWITZERLAND
Leysin • Lugano • Montreux
Small in size in comparison to its European neighbors, Switzerland more than makes up for this fact with its breathtaking mountains, interesting mix of cultures and culinary delights. The majestic Alps are famous for climbing, skiing, snowboarding, biking, hiking and other fun activities. Our 3 Swiss locations offer a variety of experiences. Leysin is home to our Teenager Summer Camp and French is studied here. Nearby is Montreux, the most visited Swiss Riviera resort and home to our adult French campus. Lugano, located on the far southern tip of Switzerland, has a beautiful Mediterranean climate and offers Italian group or private classes.

Courses offered:
- Italian Classes
- Teenager Programs
- Volunteer Programs
- Internship Programs
- Medical Italian
- Business Italian
- Professional Programs
- Educator Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Italian & Fun

Courses offered:
- Polish Classes
- Teenager Programs
- Volunteer Programs
- Internship Programs
- Medical Polish
- Business Polish
- Professional Programs
- Educator Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Polish & Fun

Courses offered:
- Portuguese Classes
- Teenager Programs
- Volunteer Programs
- Internship Programs
- Medical Portuguese
- Business Portuguese
- Professional Programs
- Educator Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Portuguese & Fun

Courses offered:
- French/Italian Classes
- Teenager Programs
- Volunteer Programs
- Internship Programs
- Medical French/Italian
- Bus. French/Italian
- Professional Programs
- Educator Programs
- College Study Abroad
- French/Italian & Fun
**EGYPT**

**Cairo**
Located in the northeastern corner of Africa, people have long been attracted to Egypt's ancient sites. Cairo, Africa's most populated city, has monuments dating back to four important historical periods: Pharaonic, Roman, Christian & Islamic. This city offers an incredible array of culture, leisure, and nightlife. Group or private Arabic classes are offered in Cairo. Our Professional program here is Arabic for Media & Journalism. It is specifically tailored for journalists and media professionals in the Arabic speaking world. Specialized for newspaper grammar, article writing & much more, this unique course is not to be missed.

**Courses offered:**
- Arabic Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Arabic
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad

**GHANA**

**Accra • Kumasi**
In Ghana you can visit wildlife parks, lush jungles, rural villages and a beautiful coastline. The official language of Ghana is English, but there are 49 local languages spoken, including Ewe, which will be helpful to learn during your trip. During the 1st week of your Volunteer assignment, you'll partake in a Ewe & Culture program. Accra, the site of some placements, is located on the coast of the Gulf of Guinea. You can also be placed in the central city of Kumasi. Projects can be categorized in 4 areas: Working in orphanages, teaching English, healthcare and HIV/AIDS projects.

**Courses offered:**
- Ewe Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Ewe
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad

**JORDAN**

**Amman**
Originally built on 7 hills, Jordan's capital and biggest city now spans over 19 hills in north-western Jordan. A cosmopolitan city, Amman offers everything from shopping malls to ancient Roman ruins. The cooling effects of its location on a plateau allows Amman to enjoy four seasons of excellent weather. Frequent bus connections to other cities in Jordan as well as to major cities in neighboring countries make Jordan a great jumping-off point to visit other countries in the region. Group or private Arabic classes are available in Amman, as well as College Study Abroad.

**Courses offered:**
- Arabic Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Arabic
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad

**KENYA**

**Mombasa • Nairobi**
Named for its signature mountain, this East African country is considered the cradle of humanity. There are 42 ethnic communities in Kenya, all with their own language, history, culture and customs. The connecting languages spoken and understood by most are Swahili and English. Volunteer projects are located in Nairobi and Mombasa. Our volunteer program presently supports local orphanages, HIV/AIDS Projects, local schools and NGOs working for different social issues. For certified health care professionals there are ample opportunities to assist doctors in local hospitals.

**Courses offered:**
- Swahili Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Swahili
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad

*Please Note: Swahili classes are only offered for Volunteer Programs*
Countries: Egypt, Ghana, Jordan, Kenya, Morocco, South Africa, Tanzania

MOROCCO

Rabat • Tetouan
Morocco is located on the western-most tip of North Africa. Running through the middle of the country is the Atlas mountain range, which leads to the fertile plains and sandy beaches of the Atlantic coast. Morocco’s identity has been carved from African, European and Middle Eastern influences. Our Arabic language programs offer group or private classes in Rabat, and Tetouan. Also in Tetouan is our Independent Teen program which will accept teens from the ages of 16-18 into their adult program.

Courses offered:
- Arabic Classes
- Teenager Programs
- Medical Arabic
- Business Arabic
- Professional Programs
- Educator Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Arabic & Fun

SOUTH AFRICA

Cape Town • St. Lucia
South Africa is a country of extremes: It is a country of arid semi-deserts and subtropical coastlines; of fertile vineyards and barren snow-capped peaks; of isolated Zulu villages and world-class cosmopolitan cities. Volunteer projects are located in and around Cape Town and also in St. Lucia on the East Coast. Cape Town is called “The Mother City” by the locals and is the second largest in the country. St. Lucia has been called Africa’s “premier bush and beach destination”. Placements are available in teaching, coaching and wildlife preservation.

Courses offered:
- English Classes
- Teenager Programs
- Medical Arabic
- Business Arabic
- Professional Programs
- Educator Programs
- College Study Abroad
- English & Fun

TANZANIA

Arusha • Dar es Salaam • Moshi
Situated in East Africa, Tanzania possesses some of the most interesting natural highlights of the region: Mount Kilimanjaro, Lake Victoria, the exotic spice islands of Zanzibar and the world-famous Serengeti National Park. Both Swahili and English are widely spoken. Volunteer placement descriptions include understaffed orphanages in Arusha and Dar es Salaam. You can teach English at local schools, or support local HIV/AIDS initiatives. Masai women’s groups need your help to raise their position in society. You can also volunteer at the tree nursery in the town of Moshi on the slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro.

Courses offered:
- Swahili Classes
- Teenager Programs
- Medical Swahili
- Business Swahili
- Professional Programs
- Educator Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Swahili & Fun

* Please Note: Swahili classes are only offered for Volunteer Programs
ASIA

Programs in Asia:
Countries: 10 Cities: 17 Languages: 9
Languages: Chinese, Hindi, Japanese, Khmer, Korean, Nepali, Russian, Thai, Vietnamese

CHINA

Beijing • Hangzhou • Hong Kong • Shanghai
China is more than a country – it is a whole different world, from shop-till-you-drop metropolises to the epic grasslands of Inner Mongolia, with deserts, sacred peaks, astounding caves and imperial ruins in between. AmeriSpan’s programs in China include group or private Cantonese or Mandarin classes (depending upon location, Hong Kong teaches Cantonese). Summer Teen programs for 13-17 year olds, and Volunteer & Internship programs. Artists will enjoy Chinese & Painting and Chinese & Calligraphy. For the adventurous, why not try out our Chinese & Kung Fu program?

Courses offered:
- Chinese Classes
- Teenager Programs
- Volunteer Programs
- Internship Programs
- Medical Chinese
- Business Chinese
- Professional Programs
- Educator Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Chinese & Fun

INDIA

Delhi • Jaipur
India, the 2nd most populated country in the world, is set at the southern tip of Asia. Although English is widely spoken, it is not one of the 9 official languages. Volunteer projects are located in and around Delhi and Jaipur, the two most vibrant and beautiful cities of India. We offer projects at local orphanages, women’s groups, health centers, local schools and NGOs working on different social issues. If you are a medical professional you’re welcome to help doctors who work with the most impoverished people. You can also teach English, assist at an adult literacy program or raise awareness of HIV and AIDS.

Courses offered:
- Hindi Classes
- Teenager Programs
- Volunteer Programs
- Internship Programs
- Medical Hindi
- Business Hindi
- Professional Programs
- Educator Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Hindi & Fun

Note: Hindi classes are only offered through Volunteer Programs

JAPAN

Kanazawa • Tokyo
Our Japanese programs take place in two locations, Kanazawa and Tokyo. Kanazawa is located on the coast of Honshu, Japan’s main island. It is a modern city, even though it was built in the 15th century, and is one of Japan’s foremost castle towns. Tokyo’s population of 12 million plus is crammed together (more than 14,000 per sq. mile) and this makes the city crowded, alive, hectic, and exciting all at the same time. Group or private Japanese classes are offered, as well as an Independent Teen program in Kanazawa, which can be more teen-friendly with its smaller atmosphere compared to Tokyo.

Courses offered:
- Japanese Classes
- Teenager Programs
- Volunteer Programs
- Internship Programs
- Medical Japanese
- Business Japanese
- Professional Programs
- Educator Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Japanese & Fun

KOREA

Seoul
Home to over 10 million people, Seoul is South Korea’s capital and a city full of contrasts where the old city blends its ancient character with the sophisticated, hustle-bustle of modern day Korea. Situated in one of the most mountainous regions in the world, South Korea offers breathtaking scenery including plunging coastlines, undulating hills, valleys and coastal plains. Seoul’s subway system is clean, safe and goes everywhere. Street signs are usually in both Korean and English which make it easier than one might imagine to navigate. Both group and private Korean classes are available in Seoul.

Courses offered:
- Korean Classes
- Teenager Programs
- Volunteer Programs
- Internship Programs
- Medical Korean
- Business Korean
- Professional Programs
- Educator Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Korean & Fun
Countries:
Cambodia, China, India, Japan, Korea, Nepal, Russia, Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam

NEPAL

Kathmandu & Surrounding Areas
Bordered by India and China, Nepal is known as the Hindu Kingdom of the world. While Nepali is the official language and English is spoken in government and office settings, Nepal is made up of more than 103 ethnic groups and 93 spoken languages and dialects. In Nepal, you can volunteer in the bustling city of Kathmandu and its surrounding areas. Our volunteer program presently supports local orphanages, local schools and NGOs working on different social issues. For people interested in the Buddhist life and culture, you can add on a meditation week either before or after your volunteering.

Courses offered:
- Nepali Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Nepali
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Nepali & Fun

*Note: Nepali classes are only offered through Volunteer Programs

RUSSIA

Moscow • St. Petersburg
AmeriSpan offers Russian classes in two locations. Moscow and St. Petersburg. Moscow, the capital, is a very dynamic city, an up-and-coming cultural center post-communism. There are many restaurants, bars and clubs and colorful markets hum with activity. St. Petersburg is one of Europe’s most beautiful cities. This is a city of palaces, renowned cultural institutions, museums and outdoor landmarks. It is called the ‘Cultural Capital of Russia’ and lives up to the title with year-round festivals, like the White Nights festivities at midsummer. Professional Internship placements can be arranged in both cities.

Courses offered:
- Russian Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Russian
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Teenager Programs
- Internship Programs
- Business Russian
- Educator Programs
- Russian & Fun

TAIWAN

Taipei
Taiwan, the main island in a group of 78 islands off the coast of China, is dominated by the Central Mountain Range covering most of the island. Taipei, the capital, is a very modern western-style city where high-rise office buildings and luxury condos tower above wide, tree-lined boulevards. Great nightlife is found here with theaters, bars and clubs, but Taipei is still Chinese at heart, with an underlying current of traditional lifestyles and culture that make it fascinating for international travelers. Taipei is truly a city of many faces, where ancient and modern co-exist. Private Mandarin classes are available in this breathtaking city.

Courses offered:
- Chinese Classes
- Volunteer Programs
- Medical Chinese
- Professional Programs
- College Study Abroad
- Teenager Programs
- Internship Programs
- Business Chinese
- Educator Programs
- Chinese & Fun

THAILAND

Bangkok • Chiang Mai
A quarter of Thailand is covered by monsoon forest or rainforest, and the country has an incredible array of fruit trees, bamboo and tropical hardwoods. Private Thai classes are offered in Chiang Mai, or a week of Thai & Culture is offered for volunteers in either city. Our Volunteer program invites you to explore this Southeast Asian paradise while contributing to local communities. There are placements in and around Chiang Mai and Bangkok. You can work with disadvantaged children, in local health centers or assist in an elderly home. You can teach English in many places including a Buddhist temple!
Montreal • Quebec City

The 2nd largest French-speaking city in the world, Montreal has many festivals which often include free admission for open-air events that keep the streets filled with music, laughter & creativity. Quebec City, one of the world’s most picturesque cities, is the cradle of French culture in Canada. Group or private French classes are available at either location. We have a wonderful Junior Immersion program in Montreal, where teens live with a host family & learn French in a beautiful setting. Internships are available in Montreal, which offers a dynamic bilingual business environment to individuals who possess a high intermediate level of both French & English.

Courses offered:

- French Classes
- Teenager Programs
- Volunteer Programs
- Internship Programs
- Medical French
- Business French
- Professional Programs
- Educator Programs
- College Study Abroad
- French & Fun

You may have noticed that not all countries & locations where we offer programs are described in this brochure. Contact us to request our free full catalog(s), or visit our website (www.amerispan.com) to read complete descriptions of each program we offer. Note our additional countries:

- Bolivia
- Colombia
- Monaco
- Nicaragua
- Panama
- Ukraine
- United Kingdom
- Cambodia
- Uruguay
- Venezuela
- Vietnam
REQUEST CATALOGS TODAY!

Name: ____________________________

Street Address: ____________________________

City/State/Zip: ____________________________

Just cut out this form and mail or fax to:

AmeriSpan Study Abroad
P.O. Box 58129
Philadelphia, PA 19102-8129 USA
Fax: 215-751-1986

Catalogs Requested:
- Get to Know Us
- Worldwide Language Programs
- Teen Study Abroad
- Volunteer & Intern
- Professional Development
- College Study Abroad
- Language & Fun
- Group Immersion Trips

AmeriSpan Study Abroad
Every Language, Every Culture, Everywhere

PAST PARTICIPANTS SAY IT BEST:

“I definitely recommend AmeriSpan for anyone looking for an international volunteering or studying experience. I felt I was prepared. The information was excellent about Costa Rica.”
– Lauren C, Student

“School and classes were small. Many extracurricular activities like cooking classes in homes and field trips. It is a well-run program. Everything was excellent. I give your website out all the time to people on buses & vans and in restaurants.”
– Carolyn T, Retired

“Everything worked out beautifully and my daughter had a wonderful family and experience. We were even able to meet the family, who travelled down to Marbella where we were vacationing.”
– Kim G, Parent/Guardian

“The program was great. I learned a lot of Spanish, all about the Costa Rican people and Latin American cooking. The family was wonderful.”
– Meghan D, Student

“To my delight I found the AmeriSpan program in Ecuador to be of the highest professional level... The teachers were excellent and the teaching methods superb. I particularly liked the 1-on-1 instruction concentrating on my particular needs as a bilingual educator. In conclusion, I enjoyed my program in Ecuador and am already making plans to return next year.”
– Sandra M, Teacher

REQUEST OTHER AMERISPAN CATALOGS:

Worldwide Language Programs
Teen Study Abroad
Volunteer & Internship
College Study Abroad
Group Immersion Trips
Professional Development:
• Medical Spanish & Portuguese
• Business & Professional Programs
• Programs for Educators & Teachers

Language & Fun:
• Language & Cooking
• Language & Wine
• Language & Dancing
• Language & Sports
• Language & Art
• Language & Culture
• Golden Age for 50+

Follow Us!
Facebook: AmeriSpanStudyAbroad
Twitter: AmeriSpanAbroad
Blog: www.AmeriSpan.net

USA OFFICE:
info@amerispan.com
www.amerispan.com
1-800-879-6640
215-751-1100
215-751-1986